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• First stakeholder-meeting, january 2022
• Project actions, january - june
• Preparing the second stakeholder-meeting

– Coaching on the job, part 1 and 2

• Second stakeholder-meeting
– Thoughts and reflections
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First meeting, January 2022
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We were ”The experts”:
• Presented facts/problems from the 

”expert” perspective
• Defined the aim of the project
• Brought the solutions to the table
• Explained how the process would be

We thought, it was a good meeting!



First meeting, January 2022
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The need for stakeholder involvement was
acknowledged, as far as we recognized the 
need of the stakeholders accept of the 
proposed solutions.



Project actions, January - June

• Jan-Feb: Individual meetings with landowners and other 
stakeholders

• March: Initiating data-collection (Baseline)
• May: Meeting with consulting firm
• 20th of June: Connective Negotiation, Horsens
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Preparing the second meeting

• After Horsens – a new beginning
• Coaching on the job, part 1:

– Completing individual meetings with landowners
– Issue-interests matrix
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Individual meetings
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Subjects:
• Property facts (use/size/drainage/…)
• Interests (leisure/future/…)
• Position on project
• Project wishes



Issue interests matrix
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Preparing the second meeting

• Coaching on the job, part 2:
– Designing the meeting

Be sure to consider all stakeholders - including those, who might
not be a stakeholder in your opinion. If someone shows interest in 
the project, they’re probably relevant.
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Why?

When?
Who?

Where?



Preparing the second meeting
When: Monday, 12th of September, 18:00-21:00.
Where: Oddehus, a local conference room.
24 people Four tables with six people at each table:
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FlipchartsFlipcharts



The second meeting
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Setting the stage:

Welcome
Purpose
• Include local

knowledge
• Coorporation



The second meeting
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Guidelines:
• Had to explain, why

this was necessary
• Proposed and 

accepted by the 
stakeholders



The second meeting
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We presented issues 
identified at the individual
meetings and other issues 
known to us.

The difference between
positions and interests.

The stakeholders then
worked with the issues. 



The second meeting
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Each table discussed two
issues for 15 minutes and 
wrote their interests (and 
solutions).

Issues then swiched
between tables. 



> In a first one2one meeting you can elaborate a bit about your own interest. A good example is easy to follow!

> A first one2one meeting with a stakeholder, is an excellent opportunity to verify your summary of the interests 

they mentioned in the conversation. Invite them to bring them to the table.  

> Support the stakeholders with a professional facilitator in Connective Negotiation at each table to help them to 

articulate their interests. 

> As you go into a second round of collecting the interests, make sure you book progress. Stakeholders might 

lose their appetite to joint these kind of meetings very quickly.

> Using interviewing techniques and invite stakeholder A to summarize and present the interests of stakeholder B 

is sometimes playful and effective. 

> Make a separate        arking flip for all the solutions that inevitably will come up. It is calming when stakeholders 

can see that their ideas are captured, although they are not subject of todays agenda. 

Tips for helping stakeholders to articulate their interests
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Thoughts and reflections

The stakeholders have knowledge, ressources and potential!

You’ll get personal informations – confidentiality is a strict necessity
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”I know a local
entrepreneur, who

works on nature 
restauration projects

in GB.”

”We can help with 
baseline-data, taking

watersamples and 
bird counting.”

”You’re always
welcome to use my

conference room
for your meetings.”

”I took over their
land many years

ago, because they
went bankrupt.”

”He is in a 
very poor
health.”



Thoughts and reflections
The dinner proved valuable. People had time to talk and settle in.

Take your time, when explaining the stakeholder what to do. They’ve (probably) never been part of a workshop 
before. Use examples.

We are very good at positions and solutions. Realizing interests is far more difficult.

Finish the meeting on time.

You don’t have all the answers – and thats ok.
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